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Abstract—Due to more and more people seeking higher
education, learning management systems (LMS) need to constantly
improve the structure to further manage student data. This paper
relies on the need to discover, classify and measure the similarities
between successful students’ activities, whether it is in grades or in
university sites visits. This paper will focus mainly on the best data
mining algorithm suiting Moodle's (LMS) data.
Keywords—predictions; data mining; higher education; student
management; LMS improvements; teaching learning process

I. INTRODUCTION

Universities in Riyadh need a new method to predict the
marks their students will get in their courses, predicting the
students’ marks in small quizzes in the middle of the term is
required to check whether the student confronts any
challenges they face in their studies. This will help the
University and instructors to handle their issues early and
can upgrade their learning level with special assistance and
avoid failures in their courses. With the help of this
proposed system in place the Universities can achieve better
graduated rates. Also universities can determine the
intelligent students among them by considering the time
factor (quiz duration). By that, universities can rank students
in collections even between the brightest ones that got full
marks in their quizzes with the help of various data mining
techniques.
Data mining techniques classify, summarize and predict
the future [1] to allow higher management in almost any
field to predict the future based on previous behavior
patterns and achieve their objectives whether it is revenue or
future growth by adding new policies, changing old
methods implementing papers and workshops. The need for
the paper comes from the fact that with the huge repository
of student data stored in the Universities databases, it
requires necessary process and mining to get various
benefits. From both students and the management level for
better teaching and learning such as predicting the student
performance, classifying week and strong students to
provide help or appreciation if needed. Also, comparing
different mining algorithms and find the best one for
education plays a vital role. The algorithms for data mining
can be divided into two approaches supervised and

unsupervised learning, sometimes it’s necessary to use both
depending on the company work nature [2].
II. RELATED WORKS

There are many related articles and research papers
written for this data mining subject in more than one field,
some of which are specific and summarizes predicting
student performance. The following sub sections will
present these related works.
A. A Review on Predicting Student’s Performance Using
Data Mining Techniques

This paper provides an overview on data mining
techniques and algorithms that has been used to predict
students’ performance[14-17]. It goes into detail about how
each prediction algorithm can be utilized to effectively
identify the most significant attributes in a student’s data
(Figure 1). The article also mentions that these prediction
methods actually improve the students by making them
more successful in their education and pursuit of higher
achievements [4].

Fig. 1. List of common attributes and methods used in predicting student’s
performance [4].

The prediction algorithms used in this research paper
include Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor,

and Support Vector Machine. It thoroughly described each
algorithm and listed its benefits as shown in Figure 1, as
well as examples of other research papers and studies for
each algorithm that used the prediction methods. It also
highlighted the accuracy results for each algorithm from
several testing sources (Table I).
TABLE I.
Methods

Naive
Bayes

KNearest
Neighbor

Support
Vector
Machine

ACCURACY RESULTS USING FIVE DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
Attributes

Results

Authors

CGPA, Student
Demographic,
Scholarship

76%

Osmanbegov
ic and Suljic
(2008)

Student
Demographic, High
school background

50%

Ramesh et al.
(2013)

CGPA

75%

Jishan et al.
(2015)

Internal assessment,
CGPA, Extracurricular activities

73%

Mayilvagana
n and
Kapalnadevi
(2014)

Psychometric
factors

69%

Gray et al.
(2014)

Internal assessment,
CGPA, Extracurricular activities

83%

Mayilvagana
n and
Kapalnadevi
(2014)

Internal assessment,
CGPA

82%

Bigdoli et al.
(2003)

Psychometric
factors

83%

Sembiring et
al. (2011)

Internal assessment,
CGPA, Extracurricular activities

80%

Mayilvagana
n and
Kapalnadevi
(2014)

Internal assessment,
CGPA

80%

Hamalainen
et al. (2006)

B. The State of Educational Data Mining in 2009: A Review
and Future Visions

This research article reviews the field of Educational
Data Mining (EDM) in terms of current trends and historical
events, as well as discusses the emphasis on predictions and
how it became a popular method of prediction [5]. It
explains the EDM methods in detail and mentions several
prominent papers, gone through a survey by Romero &
Ventura’s (2007) from year 1995 to 2005, to support the
article and specifies the relationship between said papers.

An overview of the classifiers was given on the paper,
but it didn’t go into detail about specific algorithms they
used or researched. However, it did give results of the
research carried out for the 60 prominent papers that utilized
EDM from 1995 to 2005. The result of that is 43% of the
papers used relationship mining methods, 28% of them
opted for various types of prediction methods (Figure 2).
Figure 3 shows the survey of another chart that compares
each type of EDM method across the researched papers.

Fig. 3. The proportion of papers involving each type of EDM method.

The research work gave a general overview of some
algorithms supported by the Romero & Ventura’s [2007]
1995-2005 survey they used that compared 60 papers with
their data mining results.
III. PROPOSED WORK

The proposed work studied and analyzed students’ data
from an anonymized dataset from MOODLE [3]. The
dataset is offered for free by MOODLE for research purpose
and it is extensively exploited in this work. The dataset
consists of seven excel sheets with various information
about the anonymous University students. The proposed
system will use five sheets out of the seven available excel
sheets and only take the predominant features (fields) to
analyze them in using data mining packages. The filed
names that structure the basis for further mining and
analysis are listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fig. 2. The proportion of papers involving each type of EDM method, in
Romero & Ventura’s [2007] 1995-2005 survey [5].

Student ID: the ID of each student in the University.
Age: the age of students.
Gender: the gender of students.
Final Result: the final result in a single word to
indicate a pass or fail.
Score: the score of students on regular tests.
Site ID: ID of the University portal the student visits.
Site Type: the type of the University site a student
visits.
Assessment ID: the ID of the assessment.
Assessment Type: type of the assessment.
Assessment weight: the weight that assessment
carries.
Sum of Clicks: the total amount of clicks each
student accumulated when visiting University sites.
Studied Credits: the amount of credits a student has
earned.

A. Objectives

o

The objective of the proposed work is to provide an
efficient prediction method that helps making decisions for
education facilities and give them insight of future student
performance. These objectives were accomplished by:
• Developing a tool that aids in predicting students’
performance in learning management systems
through data mining tools.
• Providing the ability to implement such tool to
already existing LMS systems.
B. Paper Scope

The scope of this paper is to analyze the chosen
MOODLE dataset and determine the best algorithm to use
through data mining techniques in Weka. It is implemented
by running various algorithms on the dataset and
comparing their results with each other. Information is
divided into training set and testing set and the testing set
won’t have the final_result. This will be used for
comparison and calculating prediction accuracy.
To utilize only necessary data fields, the MOODLE data
set have processed and cleansed and stored in a database.
Then the Weka data mining tool is then used to mine the
data retrieved from the database for prediction and ranking.
Finally, the result is displayed on a graphical user interface
(GUI) along with classification accuracy, alerts and charts.
Various data mining techniques and algorithms[18-20],
such as Neural Network, Clustering, Regression, OneR,
ZeroR, J48 and SimpleCart, are used to classify the data. It
is then tested through various testing options such as
training set, 10 fold cross-validation, and percentage split.
The best model is finally identified based on the accuracy.
Clustering is used to group together a set of classes in a
cluster to make them more similar to each other than the
other classes in other clusters or groups. This can be
accomplished by the available clustering methods in Weka
such as Filtered Cluster, Simple K-Means, and Cascade
Simple K-Means.
The results of the techniques and algorithms below are
compared to determine the highest correctly classified
algorithm for most of the dataset: The data mining
techniques [11-13] are grouped under following categories:
• Function based classifiers:
o Neural Network: [18] called “Multilayer
Perceptron” in Weka, this classifier is mainly
used for numerical attributes, since it accepts
zeros and ones only.
• Rule based classifiers:
o OneR: short for “One Rule,” this accurate
classification algorithm produces one rule for
each predictor in the data.
o ZeroR: it is made simpler than OneR, since it
ignores all predictors and focuses on the class
only.
• Tree based classifiers:

o

SimpleCart: this algorithm involves minimal
cost-complexity pruning when implemented.
J48: J48 is used to generate pruned or
unpruned C4.5 decision trees.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This section discusses the development process for
creating and setting up the database schema, login page and
interface. Connecting to the database is done through
MySQL Server, and the paper’s application is developed
using Java Swing. The login form’s validations, as well as
loading up the data in the main form of the application are
also mentioned. Also, the interface functionalities,
capabilities and APIs used in the application are discussed
in the following sub section.
A. Setting up the Database
1) Creating Database Schemas and Tables

The implementation started with cleansing of intended
excels files, by removing unused columns and null values
and then necessary tables with constraints were created in
MySQL. Figure 4 shows various tables created using the
MySQL Command Line client.

Fig. 4. List of Schema Tables Within MySQL.

B. Software Dependencies
1) Application Programming Interfaces

The application depends on several Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) to function properly. There
are a total of 5 APIs required for the application to work,
they are:
•
•
•
•
•

Weka API [6].
MySQL Connector/J version 5.1.45 [7].
JMathPlot API [8].
Resultset to XML API [9].
Cage 1.0 Captcha API [10].

2) Database Schema and Tables

The application also depends on a database schema on
the MySQL program, since it reads tables directly from the
database. The MySQL server needs to be running and

connected with the application to ensure smooth interaction
between them.
C. GUI Development
1) Login Screen

The login screen is the first screen that appears as the
application starts running, and it verifies the user login
information with a pre-set username and password (Figure
5). It also has an extra layer of security in the form of an
image captcha code that has to be entered to proceed with
the login. The captcha images are generated with the form, a
set of one hundred captcha images, they’re then shuffled
and one of them is randomly gets chosen by the application
to use for validation. The captcha code image can also be
refreshed by simply pressing the reload captcha button on
the login form; this can be done as many times as necessary.
Once all correct values are entered into the text fields, the
login screen calls the main frame for the application and the
current frame is disposed.

Fig. 5. Login screen.

2) Main Application Screen

The interface is developed by using Java Swing in
Netbeans IDE. The interface comprises of login and main
application screen (Figure 6). The main screen displays a
page that connects to the MOODLE database with required
tables. Appropriate table were chosen for best mining along
with providing the ability to choose classifiers. Also,
provides the ability to choose the type of mining intended
and shows the chosen table on the right along with giving
type of validation. After necessary classifier and test
options were chosen, the data can be classified by using
Classify. All these functionalities are embedded in main
screen by using Weka data mining tool API [6].

Fig. 6. Main application screen.

V. ANALYSIS AND INFERENCES

From the MOODLE database, five predominant tables
were considered to draw inferences. These inferences were
made for knowledge discovery by choosing the best fit in
classification and the best fit for options whether it’s cross
fold validation or training set. Also, comparing different
classifiers, such as J48 (a C4.5 decision tree classifier),
PART and OneR, with different class attributes for each
classification. This is done on prefixed tables that were
created by joins for knowledge discovery. Classification
approach is used for necessary prediction rather clustering
as most of the date leads to supervised learning.
A. Table: Students Grades
TABLE II.

J48 AND PART COMPARISON FOR STUDENTS GRADES

Classifier

Correctly
classified

Incorrectly
classified

Mean
absolute
error

J48
PART

62.4096%
64.0964%

37.5904%
35.9036%

0.2613
0.3575

Root
relative
squared
error
91.6418%
88.4723%

Number
of
instances
3735

The attributes chosen from student grades table are
final_result and the semester summation of both
sum_of_clicks and score for each active student. The
benefit is to determine passed students semester summation
range and to figure out their online activity, which made
them take good marks. Also see what the ranges are of
failed and withdrawal students’ scores and online activities.
Final_result will be used as classification and a value in the
attribute final_result (distinction) will be removed. Due to
the effect of unrelated situations and removing it also will
further more improve classification accuracy and reduce
the number of leaves along with the size of tree.
After experimenting with many classifiers and choosing
the best, along with tree pruning and over fitting to get the
best accuracy and choosing ones with most meaningful
trees or rules. Using the same attribute final_result for
PART and J48, PART results in higher accuracy with
64.0964% correctly classified instances. As for the root
relative squared error, J48 slightly comes on top here
compared to the PART classifier with a 3.1695% difference
(Table II). Hence, the PART classifier for the given table is
better for classification.
1) Approach One: J48 Classifier
Using the algorithm J48 for classification and the
number of rows is 3735 for table student grades. 10 folds
cross validation option divides data equally into separate
folds. The result is 2313 correctly classified instances
(62.4069%) and 1404 incorrectly classified, number of
leaves is 6, the tree size is 11 and the root relative absolute
error is 82.6423% (Table II). Furthermore, when using the
distinction value, the accuracy decreases by 5% and the
number of leaves increases to 8 making it more complex.
2) Approach Two: PART Classifier
While using PART rule classifier with use training
option for the table student grades. The number of rules is

17 with 64.0964% correctly classified instances and
35.9036% incorrectly classified instances (Table II). The
mean absolute error is 0.2475 and the root mean squared
error 88.3825% and the number of instances used in this
classification is 3735 record.

C. Table: Inactive Students
TABLE IV.

Classifier

Correctly
classified

Incorrectly
classified

Mean
absolute
error

J48
OneR

80.336%
80.4838%

19.664%
19.5162%

0.2044
0.1301

B. Table: Exam Results
TABLE III.

J48 AND PART COMPARISON FOR EXAM RESULTS

Classifier

Correctly
classified

Incorrectly
classified

Mean
absolute
error

J48
PART

61.3501%
81.2609%

38.6499%
18.7391%

0.2582
0.1863

Root
relative
squared
error
88.4891%
69.8412%

Number
of
instancing
41731

The creation of a new data set by joining three table’s
student information, assessment and types of assessments.
The chosen attributes are final_result for all students and
their assessments types and each type sum_of_score. Each
active student would have three records, a score summation
for each assessment_type in that three records. To see
students’ progress in each assessment_type and their end
results. Also find out the assessment types of students that
get bad grades and to see what the passed student’s
summation for every type.
After experimenting on this table for many classifiers
and many test options, the above chosen classifiers have the
best accuracy and meaningful results. After Testing it for
example OneR, naïve Bayes and for decision table in rules
classifiers, the J48 describes patterns in sum_of_score and
the assessments for them to get a pass grade, fail, or
withdrawn. The second test on PART classifier was on
patterns between score and final_result in each type to see
witch types have the most failed results. Hence depending
on the need of the user whether he wants to classify upon
final_result or assessments type, the finalised two
classifiers (Table III) for each scenario is the best choice.
1) Approach Two: J48 Classifier
Results are for the table exam results were 25002
correctly classified instances (61.3501%) and 38.6499%
incorrectly classified, the relative absolute error is
88.4891%. The number of leaves is 24 and the tree size is
45. With the final_result as the class attribute, using J48
algorithm (10 folds cross-validation option) with 41731
total instances, the accuracy is high and the tree is simple to
understand.
2) Approach Two: PART Classifier
While using algorithm PART rule classifier for table
exam results table with use training set option and
assessment_type as the class attribute. Total instances used
are 41725 records and the number of rules is 130. The
result is 33792 correctly classified instances (81.2009%)
and 18.7391% for incorrectly classified. The mean absolute
error is 0.163 and the root relative squared error is
69.8412%.

ONER AND J48 COMPARISON FOR INACTIVE STUDENTS
Root
relative
squared
error
96.6481%
109.0523%

Number
of
instances
5416

A dataset created for inactive students that do not have
any scores of online activity and may hold withdrawal or
fail for final_result. The attribute choice is gender, age,
studied_credits and final_result from table student
information. The reason is to check if there is any pattern
for failing or withdrawal, like if there is any similarity in
age and studied_credits also gender that may be a major
factor in those results and inactivity.
After experimenting with the above table we conclude
that majority of students that are inactive have few credit
hours. Each gender type has its own rules in less than 30
credits with different final_result. We also conclude that
those students are freshmen students who may not
understand university rules and procedures or they have
changed their study plans. In results, we conclude after
using same classifier final_result for both operations that
J48 tree has better accuracy. The selection criteria here
depended on the root relative squared error, which was
96.6481% for J48 and 109.0523% for OneR (Table IV).
Hence, the J48 classifier is better for classification for
inactive students table.
1) Approach Two: J48 Classifier
Using J48 tree training set option for table inactive
students and final_result as classifier nominal. The number
of instances used 5416 records, the number of leaves is 3
and the size of the tree is 6. The results of this instance are
4343 correctly classified instances (80.336%) and 19.664%
for incorrectly classified instances, the mean absolute error
is 0.2044 and the root relative squared error is 96.6481%.
Figure 7 displays the pruned tree result for inactive student
using J48 classifier.

Fig. 7. Pruned Tree Structure for Inactive Students Table.

2) Approach Two: OneR Classifier

Using OneR rule classifier with use training set option
for the same dataset given above. With 5416 total number
of instances, the correctly classified instances are 4359
(80.4838%) and 19.5162% for incorrectly classified
instances. The root relative squared error 109.9541%. For
rules used in OneR classifier, the final_result results in a
fail or withdrawn if studied_credits is less than 35 and
more than 35, respectively.

were sufficient, and they were satisfactory to prove the
strength of data mining when used to predict student
performance in the future. Table 6 displays a comparison
table to summarize all the optimum classifiers tested in this
paper.
TABLE VI.

Table

Classifi
er

Correct
ly
classifie
d

Incorrec
tly
classified

Mean
absolu
te
error

RRSEa

Numbe
r of
instanc
es

PART

64.09%

37.59%

0.26

91.64
%

3735

PART

81.26%

18.73%

0.18

69.84
%

43731

J48

80.33%

19.66%

0.20

96.64
%

5416

OneR

82.30%

17.69%

0.17

105.75
%

3735

D. Table: Students By Gender
TABLE V.

ONER AND J48 COMPARISON FOR STUDENTS BY GENDER

Classifier

Correctly
classified

Incorrectly
classified

J48
OneR

81.6867%
82.3025%

18.3133%
17.6975%

Mean
absolute
error
0.2869
0.177

Root
relative
error
95.2127%
105.7594%

Number
of
instances
3735

A data set created for differentiation for each gender in
performance from table student information, assessments
and online activity. Choosing attributes gender,
sum_of_score and sum_of_clicks along with the
final_result. This table is created to see classify results on
gender to determine better performance in activity and
overall scores between male and female. Also the pattern of
each gender, score and online activity and what are the
effects on their final_result.
After experimenting with the above table we conclude
that using OneR classifier is the best choice, because
OneR’s accuracy is higher than J48 as well as the mean
absolute error is lower having 0.177 and 0.2869 for J48
(Table V).
1) Approach Two: J48 Classifier

While using J48 tree classifier for table gender
performance use training set option and gender as the
classifier. Total instances used are 3735 records, the leaves
count is 11 and the size of the tree is 19. The result is
81.6867% correctly classified instances and 18.3133%
incorrectly classified instances. The root relative squared
error is 95.2127% and the mean absolute error is 0.2869.
2) Approach Two: OneR Classifier

Using OneR rule classifier with use training set option
for the same dataset given above. Results of this instance
show that the correctly classified instances are 3074
(82.3025%), the incorrectly classified instances as
17.6975% and the root relative squared error 105.7594%.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to create a tool that can benefit various
universities and higher education facilities by allowing
them to predict students’ performance based on their grades
and learning patterns. The system will make heavy use of
data mining of students’ data to come up with the
prediction patterns, making use of various tools to
accomplish this.
In this paper, it was concluded that the classification
results obtained through the various data mining algorithms

Student
s
Grades
Exam
Results
Inactive
Student
s
Student
ByGend
er

CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY TABLE

a.

Root relative squared error.
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